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Abstract
This article investigates medieval Muslim literature on the study
of non-Islamic religions through the writings of al-Biruni and
al-Shahrastani in their dealing with Hind (India) and the nomenclature of world religions. I focus on their perceptions of monotheism and polytheism. My findings show that they used different
approaches, categories, and classification models of world religious traditions in general, and of Hind’s religious traditions in
particular. Al-Biruni classifies Indian religions according to the
religious outlooks found in Hindu texts or sayings of Hindu
philosophers/theologians and in the attitudes of ordinary people in
a popular context. Al-Shahrastani categorizes the divisions and
subdivisions of Hindu beliefs and practices according to types of
“idol worshippers.” This article points out that they dealt with
some conceptual issues in their presentations, such as “religious
representation,” “intermediaries,” and “anthropomorphism.”

Introduction
This article examines medieval Muslim literature on the study of religions,
with specific reference to the works of Abu Rayhan al-Biruni (d. 1048) and
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they discuss “major” and “minor” world religious traditions in general, and
deal with the nomenclature of the religious traditions of Hind [India] in particular. Long known as important and admirable medieval Muslim scholars
of comparative religion,1 they wrote distinctive works that became primary
references for modern Muslim religious historians and heresiographers. Yet,
medieval Islam was likely the key developing period of religious and crosscultural studies in Islamic intellectual history. As Franz Rosenthal points out,
“the comparative study of religions has been rightly acclaimed as one of the
great contributions of Muslim civilization to mankind’s [sic] intellectual
progress.”2 From the eight to tenth centuries, for example, Muslim historians,
geographers, and travelers focused on seven great ancient civilizations: the
Persians, Chaldeans, Greeks, Egyptians, Turks, Indians, and Chinese.3
Modern scholars have recognized the two men’s scholarly contributions. For example, Arthur Jeffery states that al-Biruni’s contribution to the
study of religion by establishing such scrupulous scientific principles as
completeness, accuracy, and unbiased treatment is rare in his era and
“unique in the history of his own faith.”4 And Eric J. Sharpe writes: “The
honor of writing the first history of religion in world literature seems in fact
to belong to the Muslim Shahrastani, whose Religious Parties and Schools
of Philosophy describes and systematizes all religions of the then known
world, as far as the boundaries of China.”5
Although many scholars have studied al-Biruni’s and al-Shahrastani’s
treatises, among them Edward Sachau, Arthur Jeffery, Kamar Oniah Kamaruzzaman, Franz Rosenthal, Bruce Lawrence, and Jaques Waardenburg, a
specific comparison of their works remains rare. Therefore, to contribute to
the above larger framework of the Muslims’ erudition of Hind, a comparative study should focus on a special theme. I have chosen the models of classifying Hind’s religious divisions and their theological thought in al-Biruni’s
and al-Shahrastani’s works. How do these scholars portray the divisions of
Hind’s religious communities, what approach do they use, and how do they
perceive the doctrines of Hind’s religious traditions?
To derive a more elaborate assessment, this article analyzes the foremost
writings of both scholars. For al-Biruni, I use his Tahqiq Ma li al-Hind min
Maq´lah Maqb´lah fi al-`Aql al-Mardh´lah6 and Kitab al-Athar al-Baqiyah
‘an al-Qur´n al-Khaliyah.7 The former discusses India’s religious belief systems, metaphysical views, cosmological doctrines, literary traditions, mythical heritages, and artistic inheritances; the latter elucidates the history and
tradition of former nations and generations (akhbar al-umam al-salifah wa
anba’ al-qur´n al-madiyah) in dealing with the eras with which cultural and
religious events were associated. For al-Shahrastani, I choose his Kitab al-
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Milal wa al-Nihal,8 which establishes him as an outstanding Muslim historian of religions. This book primarily elaborates the range of religious sects,
cults, and philosophical schools in Islam and other religious traditions. To
complement his normative insight, philosophical exploration, and, perhaps,
theological discourse toward other religious traditions, I also discuss his
Kitab Nihayat al-Iqdam fi `Ilm Kalam,9 in which he assesses foundations
(qawa’id) of theological science.
Several ideological, political, and intellectual factors might have caused
medieval Muslim scholars to analyze religions and religious sects. As to the
ideological or doctrinal factor, some Qur’anic verses highlighting other religious communities, especially the Sabians (al-Sabi`un), Zoroastrians (alMajusiyah), and People of the Book (Ahl al-Kitab), have led Muslim theologians and exegetes to elaborate on the existence, status, and position of
religions according to Islamic perspectives.10 Meanwhile, politically speaking, when Muslim power began to expand throughout South and Central
Asia, North Africa, and Europe, the need to recognize other religions, either
in terms of political conflict or polemical discourse, increased rapidly.
In line with the nature of political motivation and under imperial protection, certain scholars undertook “regional studies” that covered the materials
of religious communities in the given regions. Moreover, after the “wave of
Hellenism,”11interfaith discourse and the investigation of other religions
became a main concern of medieval Muslim scholars. Translating Greek
works on philosophy and logic into Arabic and Persian during the `Abbasid
period contributed tremendously to the development of theological and philosophical thought. Above all, this activity significantly enhanced the variety of
scholarly works in the fields of mysticism, literature, intercultural studies, and
religious studies. This period was also characterized by the emergence of prolific writers influenced by Greek thought, Arabic culture, and Persian intellectual environments, respectively.12
Indeed, scholars prior to al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani had penned more
than a few works related to religious and inter-cultural studies. However,
while the majority of scholars focused on the “biblical religions” or
“Muslim heresies,”13 al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani elaborated on Hind’s religious traditions. The first group’s works were mostly polemical and apologetic. In the tenth and eleventh centuries, for instance, some prominent
scholars elaborated on tahrif (falsification of scripture)14 to criticize Jewish
and Christian scriptures as well as to define Islam’s superiority over other
religions.15
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Medieval Muslims’ Recognition of Hind
As a result of the close and intensive interaction between Islamic civilization
and Hind in medieval times, a number of Arab-Muslim scholars wrote on
aspects of Indian civilization. According to al-Baladhuri’s reports, `Uthman
ibn `Affan asked `Abd Allah ibn `Amir ibn Kurayz to send a knowledgeable
person to Hind’s harbor and report on what he saw. Other reports mention that
the idea of reaching Hind existed during `Umar ibn al-Khattab’s reign.16
Al-Hind was the Arabic term for India. Medieval Muslim writers might
have used this word to mean “India” in proportion to the Arab-Persian
conception. André Wink points out that this term was taken from “a preexisting Persian term, not a Sanskrit term.”17 In the Umayyad and Abbasid
times, it referred to some areas in South Asia.18 The geographical term alSind was also used.
In his Historical Encyclopedia, al-Mas`udi (d. 957) says: “The Hindu
nations extend from the mountains of Kurasan and of es-Sind as far as etTubbet.”19 Maqbul Ahmad notes that while al-Hind encompasses certain
areas from the Indus river up to border of Burma/Myanmar, al-Sind includes
some areas from Makran up to the lower course of the Indus.20 The Arabs
later modified its scope by including the Bay of Bengal archipelagos as well
as the areas of mainland Southeast Asia and the nearby islands of Southeast Asia that had been culturally Indianized since the seventh century.
Some Buddhist areas, such as Central Asia, China, Japan, and Korea, were
included in the term al-Sin (China), while Tibet and Mongolia were, for the
most part, classified as al-Hind.21
Even though Arab-Indian interactions were probably deep rooted before
Islamic civilization, especially through commercial contacts (al-`alaqat altijariyah),22 the Muslims’ knowledge of Indian culture developed rapidly
around the ninth and tenth centuries due to their military expeditions and
considerable influence on the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean trade
routes. Their recognition of Indian culture was engendered not merely by the
resulting interaction between Arabian and Indian traders, but, more importantly, grew after the Arab-Muslims conquered the Persian regions where
Persians were intermingled (imtizaj) with Indian culture (al-thaqafah alhindiyah).23
In addition to trade contacts, medieval Muslim scholars obtained information through largely regional and cross-cultural studies that occasionally
covered discussions of religious ideas or religious communities. In line with
Muslim political and cultural expansion, the observations of Muslim travelers and writers were not restricted to the societies, religions, and cultures of
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the Arab peninsula and Persia, but extended to Hind24 and even China.25 As
for Hind’s religious traditions, at least three categories of information can be
seen in their works: cultural studies, eyewitness accounts of a certain region
and its geographical information, and encyclopedic works and digests.26
For instance, in his Ta’rikh al-Rusul wa al-Mul´k (The History of
Prophets and Kings), al-Tabari (d. 923) incorporates material on Hind’s
regions and religious traditions in connection with early human history. He
presents various reports indicating that Adam was cast down from Heaven
to the land of Hind, especially at a mountain called Budh. Adam left Hind
after God told him to perform a pilgrimage to Makkah.27 Accordingly, idolatry began when his descendants, the sons of Seth and Cain, worshiped their
ancestors’ bodies. During Noah’s time, the flood carried the objects of worship from Hind to Arab territory.
By citing al-Tabari’s account, I point out that the narrative of Hind was
included in early Muslim literature. Yet this narrative also shows the longstanding interaction between Arabia and India, for Adam went to Makkah
for pilgrimage and to find Eve, who, according to some accounts in alTabari, settled in Muzdalifah. The idea of idol worship in Arabia, based on
al-Tabari’s description, actually originated in Hind.28
Other medieval Muslim travelers and geographers, in part, discuss
Hind’s religious traditions. The geographer Ibn Khurdadhbih (d. 912) briefly
reports the types of Indian castes (ajnas al-hind) and their forty-two religious sects (milal ahl al-hind). Without presenting his supportive information, in his Al-Masalik wa al-Mamalik (The Book of Roads and Kingdoms)
he classifies those sects into three main groups: Those who believe in the
Creator, the Glorious and Powerful (man yuthbitu al-khaliq `azza wa jalla);
those who reject the Prophet (man yanfa al-rus´l); and those who do not
believe in all the above (wa minhum al-nafi li kulli dhalik).29
In his commentary on Ibn Khurdadhbih’s book, S. Maqbul Ahmad
explains that Ibn Khurdadhbih’s perception of these sects probably refers to
Gardizi’s Akhbar al-Sin wa al-Hind (Accounts of China and India). Gardizi
classifies the Indian religious philosophies and beliefs into ninety-nine divisions that can be simplified into forty-two sects. Based on this work, what
Ibn Khurdadhbih means by the first type of sects can possibly be associated
with the Brahmans, the second sects with Sramanas, and the last sects can
be connected to the Hinayana Buddhists.30
Another account of Hind appears in the traveler Sulayman al-Tajir’s
Akhbar al-Sin wa al-Hind, which presents a broad comparison between the
geography, culture, and society of Hind and China. However, his attention
to Hind’s religion is not quite as deep as Gardizi’s.31 He highlights the two
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lands’ cultural and religious connection by asserting that China’s religious
traditions, especially Buddhism, originated in Hind (wa innama aslu dayanatihim min al-hind). Then, the Indians moved their idols to China. Furthermore, he notes that both the Chinese (ahl al-sin) and the Indians (ahl alhind) have similar belief systems, since they affirm that they communicate
with their idols (yaz’am´na anna al-bidadah takallamahum). He also draws
attention to the mystical dimensions of their religious systems. Although
they practice their beliefs in their own ways, both peoples believe in metempsychosis or the transmigration of souls (tanasukh).32
A brief presentation of Muslim works on Hind may reveal some profound descriptions and frameworks that will enrich our investigation of alBiruni’s and al-Shahrastani’s opinions of its religious traditions. Their
insights may have been influenced by their contemporaries’ intellectual inclinations: either ideological–polemical discourse or historical–cross-cultural
trends. Both scholars’ investigations of this subject have contributed greatly
to the Islamic intellectual traditions’ theoretical framework of the study of
religions.

The Intellectual Biographies of
al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani
Al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani lived when medieval Islamic civilization had
just passed its “golden age.”33 This period was delineated intellectually by
the appearance of abundant scientific literature and characterized sociopolitically by intensive encounters with other civilizations. Al-Biruni’s and alShahrastani’s investigation of Hind’s religious traditions have variations and
resemblances, depending upon their intellectual and sociocultural backgrounds, as well as, perhaps, the political situation in the regions of their era.
This section provides intellectual sketches of these two scholars, explain
why they decided to study this particular fields and the significance of their
intellectual contribution to their fellow Muslims and political patrons.

Al-Biruni: A Scholar and Religious Historian
Al-Biruni34 is the popular name of Abu Rayhan Muhammad ibn Ahmad alKhwarizm, who was born in 362/973 in Khwarizm, located in present-day
Uzbekistan. According to a Persian lexicographer, the root b-r-n means “the
outside” (noun) and “outside” (preposition), indicating that al-Biruni came
from a suburb of Khawarizm. Muslim genealogists offer no further information about his ancestors,35 religious life, or childhood. His first teacher was
an anonymous Greek scholar. Afterward, he studied with `Abd al-Samad ibn
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`Abd al-Samad, who introduced him to scientific knowledge. At the age of
twenty, he traveled to Jurjan (Hyrcania) and met Abu Sahl ‘Isa al-Masih, an
astronomer and physician. In addition, he was trained by Abu al-Wafa’
(a.k.a. Nasr ibn `Ali ibn `Iraq al-Jabali),36 an astronomer and mathematician.
Al-Biruni lived in Jurjan for many years and enjoyed the protection of
Kabus ibn Washmgir Shams al-Ma’ali, a prince who ruled this city from
366-71 AH and 388-403 AH and to whom he dedicated his Al-Athar alBaqiyah `an al-Qur´n al-Khaliyah.37
Al-Biruni later returned to Khawarizm and stayed there until Mahmud of
Ghazna conquered it and established his political authority throughout South
and Central Asia in 1022. Mahmud carried off scholars and respected people
from Khawarizm, including al-Biruni, to India/Afghanistan. Among the
savants were the physician Abu al-Khayr ibn Khammar and Abu Nasr ibn
`Iraq. Mahmud also attempted to bring Abu Sahl `Isa al-Masih and Abu `Ali
ibn Sina; however, they had already fled Jurjan and Khwarizm.38
Although al-Biruni’s knowledge of Hind’s civilization grew rapidly
while he served Mahmud in northern India, he had already acquired some
knowledge of it by the time he learned astrology and astronomy in Khawarizm or Jurjan. For instance, his concise scrutiny in his Kitab al-Athar regarding the Indians’ lunar system (sami`tu anna al-hind, yasta’mil´na ru’yat alahillah fi shuh´rihim) indicates that he was acquainted with aspects of
Indian civilization.39 His duties at that time were to explore Hind’s sciences
and geography, observe the people’s customs and religious traditions, and
discover their literature and philosophical thought.40
As a versatile scientist, prolific writer, and enthusiastic traveler, alBiruni made extensive contributions to various branches of knowledge41 and
enlightened his intellectual contemporaries as regards inter-cultural studies.
Most of his scholarly works were written in Arabic; a few were in Persian.42
For him, Arabic was superior because it was the scriptural language, the lingua franca of the Muslim world, and the language of science (lughat al-`ilm
wa al-fikr wa al-hadarah).43 During the tenth and eleventh centuries, Persian
was also commonly used as “a vehicle of literary expression and satisfied
Persian national aspirations,”44 given that the `Abbasid cultural and intellectual movements employed and recruited countless Persian intellectuals.
Nevertheless, the scientific and Islamic literature constantly developed in
Arabic. In addition, the ongoing inter-cultural dialogues and intellectual
encounters helped Muslim scholars master various languages. Therefore, alBiruni, as his scholarly works show, was well versed in several languages,
primarily Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, and probably Greek.45
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Al-Biruni wrote numerous natural and social science books. He wrote
Kitab al-Athar (390/999) mainly to satisfy his curiosity as to why different
people used different calendrical systems and to clarify why certain nations
preferred certain times and events for their festivals and commemoration
days.46 In addition, this book pays great attention to various civilizations’ festivals. On the other hand, Kitab al-Hind (1030) is based on his journey to
Hind while Mahmud (998-1030) was setting up his political institutions in
northern India.47
Although al-Biruni was a part of Mahmud’s mission, as a scientist he
had his own view of Hind. For Mahmud, as Sachau notes, “the Hindus were
infidels, to be dispatched to hell as soon as they refused to be plundered,”
while for al-Biruni, “the Hindus were excellent philosophers, good mathematicians and astronomers.”48 His interest in studying their religious traditions apparently could not be separated from his role as a geographer,
astronomer, astrologer, and historian who sought to grasp Hind’s natural/
physical geography and cultural and historical dimensions.49 Thus, Kitab alHind presents extensive descriptions of Indian culture, including its scholars’ scientific knowledge of cosmology and astronomy.
Both Kitab al-Hind and Kitab al-Athar have different emphases: the former offers a precise analysis of Hind’s religious traditions, and the latter
includes material on other religious communities, primarily the Jews, Christians, and Zoroastrians. In addition, although both books deal with different
subjects, they are, in light of the methodology used, complementary. During
his journey in Hind, al-Biruni wrote Kitab al-Tafhim li Awa’il Sina`at alTanjim (The Principle of the Art of Astrology). Astrology (`ilm al-tanjim,
`ilm a´kam al-nuj´m) was among the basic works of eleventh-century science, in addition to geometry (`ilm al-handasah) and astronomy (`ilm alfalak).50 This material also can be found in his Kitab al-Qan´n al-Mas`´di,
an encyclopedic treatise of astronomical sciences.51 Several of his other
books focus on the natural sciences.52

Al-Shahrastani: A Theologian and Heresiographer
Al-Shahrastani (b. 479/1086) was born in Shahristan, located in northern
Khurasan,53 and lived in Persia about a century after al-Biruni’s death. He was
also known as al-Imam, al-`Allamah (the Knowledgeable), al-Afdal, (the
Best), and Taj al-Millah wa al-Din (the Crown of the Islamic Community and
the Religion), reflecting his expertise in religious knowledge. Unlike alBiruni, whose educational background was largely in the natural and pure sciences, his was influenced by honored religious scholars. The formative peri-
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od of his intellectual development began when his parents taught him
Qur’anic recitation and exegesis (tafsir). After memorizing the Qur’an before
his tenth birthday, his father sent him to study with some shaykhs in Khurasan
who had a better collection of religious books for studying Qur’anic exegesis. His enthusiastic quest for knowledge led him to travel to Naisapur,
Khawarizm, and Makkah. In Naisapur, al-Shahrastani studied hadith and
`ul´m al-hadith with `Ali ibn Ahmad al-Madani (d. 494/1100); Islamic
jurisprudence (fiqh) with Ahmad al-Khuwafi (d. 500/1106); and theology
(`ilm al-kalam), exegesis, and the foundations of Islamic jurisprudence (us´l
al-fiqh) with Imam Abu Nasr al-Qusayri (d. 514/1120). He also met Abu alQasim Sulayman ibn Nasr al-Ansari, who taught him theology, Islamic mysticism (tasawwuf), and all about the history of the House of the Prophet’s
(Ahl al-Bayt) nobility and graciousness.54
Al-Shahrastani continued his intellectual wandering, moving from Naisapur to Khawarizm, where he studied with As’ad ibn Abi Nasr al-Mayhani
(d. 527/1129) and Muhammad ibn Mahmud al-Khawarizm (d. 568/1172). At
this time, his intellectual maturity encouraged him to study and criticize philosophy and philosophical schools. (Philosophy was to become one of the
main concerns.) He stayed there for ten years and then made hajj in 510/1116.
After that, he went to Baghdad, where he stayed for three years,55 and where
Ash`arite theology was predominant. Ibn Khallikan (d. 681/1282), as cited by
Diane Steigerwald, ranks al-Shahrastani as an Ash`arite theologian (almutakallim ‘ala madhhab al-Ash`ari).56 Finally, he returned to his hometown
in Persia around 514/1117 and stayed there until his death in 548/1153.
Al-Shahrastani’s intellectual adventure indicates that he learned the religious science from teachers whose religious backgrounds were quite varied.
As for his religious affiliation, Wilfred Madelung writes:
Born and educated as a Shafi’ite Sunnite, he continued to identify with
the Sunnite community and followed the Shafi’ite ritual and legal practice to the end of his life. Yet his concept of Sunnism evidently moved far
away from the contemporaneous orthodox understanding of it and
expanded to allow Shi’ite veneration of the Family of the Prophet and
recognition of the religious authority of the Shi’ite Imams.57

He was appointed a chancellor of the chancellery (diwan al-rasa’il)
when Sanjar, the Saljuq sovereign, ruled Khurasan in 511/1118. The Kitab alMilal, considered al-Shahrastani’s most influential work on Muslim heresiography, was dedicated to his two patrons: Nasr al-Din Mahmud ibn Abi
Tawba al-Marwazi and, upon his imprisonment in 529/1132, to Sayyid Majd
al-Din Abu al-Qasim `Ali ibn Ja`far al-Musawi (his new patron).58
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According to Bruce Lawrence, Kitab al-Milal “surpasses its predecessor in objectivity and insight as well as detail and scope.”59 Similarly, George
C. Anawati explains: “In contrast to Ibn Hazm, the author (Shahrastani) does
not aim at refuting errors, but merely strives to state the doctrines as objectively as possible.”60 Even though the book describes Islamic theology’s
divisions and subdivisions, the discussion is more concerned with each division’s uniqueness. He presented several Islamic theological divisions, based
upon his system of categorization, but failed to elaborate upon the main theological and philosophical theme in a comprehensive manner.
Specific themes with which Muslim theologians and philosophers primarily dealt, such as the assertion of divine unity (tawhid), the problem of divine
predestination, free will, the issues of prophecy and the concept of imamate,
were elaborated upon in his Kitab Nihayat al-Iqdam fi `Ilm Kalam. As Guillaume states, it “was clearly designated by al-Shahrastani as a complementary sequel to his Kitab al-Milal.”61 Although his Kitab Nihayat al-Iqdam
covers a vast scope of Islamic theological and philosophical discourse, alShahrastani expanded his concern with “theological philosophy” by presenting a special analysis of Ibn Sina’s (Avicenna) works and thought in his Kitab
al-Musara’ah, which he dedicated to Majd al-Din al-Musawi.
While al-Biruni spotlighted and criticized Ibn Sina’s concept of the
nature of the universe, al-Shahrastani tried to refute Ibn Sina’s concept of
metaphysics.62 In this refutation, however, he did not include al-Ghazali, even
though al-Ghazali was among the foremost medieval Muslim scholars to criticize philosophers and his Al-Tahafut al-Falasifah, as Wilfred Madelung and
Toby Mayer have noted, “provided the most persuasive answer to Ibn Sina’s
philosophy from the Sunni point of view.”63 The impact of Isma’ili teachings
on al-Shahrastani can be observed in Al-Majlis, in which he discusses the theory of creation (khalq) in the context of God’s divine order (al-amr).
Al-Shahrastani wrote most of his works in Arabic; however, Al-Majlis,
compiled by Muhammad Rida Jalali Na’ini and based on al-Shahrastani’s
speech delivered in Khwarizm, is in Persian.64 Al-Shahrastani also wrote a
commentary on the Qur’an, Mafatih al-Asrar wa Masabih al-Abrar,65 and
other works mentioned by al-Bayhaqi, which are apparently lost, such as AlManahij wa al-Ayat and Qissat M´sa wa al-Khaydir.

Approaches to Hind’s Religious Traditions
Some information on Hind had circulated among Muslim scholars during and
prior to al-Biruni’s time. However, in his Kitab al-Hind, al-Biruni does not
mention the works of al-Mas`udi, al-Tabari, Ibn Khurdadhbih, and Sulayman
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al-Tajir as his sources, perhaps because he was able to conduct actual field
research. We do not have much information about why he did not refer to
these earlier works. He probably, borrowing Ainslie T. Embree, “mistrusted
them” and preferred “to work from the Sanskrit original.”66 Yet, this does not
seem to be a sufficient answer. Perhaps his decision was also a geographical
matter. Overall, it is worth noting that in his Kitab al-Hind, al-Biruni mentions Abu Sahl `Abd al-Mun`im ibn `Ali ibn Nuh al-Tiflisi, Zurqan, and Abu
al-`Abbas al-Iranshahri.67 It seems that he could access and interact with the
works of earlier Muslim writers, given that he does offer some comments,
appreciations, and critiques of them.68
Al-Biruni analyzed Hind’s religious traditions closely, conducted field
observation in certain Indian regions, and referred to Zurqan and Iranshahri,
both of whom provided a lot of data about Buddhist cosmology. However,
he dealt mainly with Hinduism. This is quite strange, considering that he did
not give enough space to Buddhism in both Kitab al-Hind and Kitab alAthar and yet discussed at least twelve religions and religious communities.
The majority of scholars, among them Sachau, Jeffery, Lawrence,
Kamaruzzaman, and Waardenburg, speculate that he did this because Buddhism probably had largely disappeared from northern India by that time
(the end of the eleventh century).69
This speculation is quite acceptable, especially if we consider that alBiruni sought to be consistent with his methodology by conducting field
research and that he did not find enough Buddhist informants.70 Yet this
leaves a room for a further question: Did al-Biruni, as a historian or historiographer, only focus on existing religions in composing his Kitab al-Athar?
Unlike such earlier Muslim scholars as Zurqan and Iranshahri or such later
ones as Rashid al-Din, was al-Biruni not interested in Buddhism, given that
he discusses other major and minor religious traditions?
Similarly, in his Kitab al-Milal al-Shahrastani did not explicitly mention
his sources. This occurrence is slightly unusual, because he said in this book:
“These are what I can achieve from the sayings of the experts, and I have
quoted [such information] as they are” (Hadha ma wajadtu min maqalat ahl
al-`alim, wa nuqiltuhu `ala ma wajadt´hu.).71 This signifies that he used other
sources, although he did not present them explicitly in his work. For the same
reason, Lawrence notes:
Whatever Shahrastani’s sources may have contained about India was
derivative, and Shahrastani himself did not supplement its data through
conversation with Hindus or Buddhists nor did he consult with Muslim
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travelers who had gone to India and been exposed to the beliefs and practices of Indians. Though he wrote in the first half of the twelfth century
A.D., Shahrastani obtained the bulk of his information on Indian sects
from a report compiled at the beginning of the ninth century.72

In regards to this case, Lawrence shares two themes that illustrate alShahrastani’s connection to his predecessors based on the similar types of
works that they wrote. Minorski, as cited by Lawrence, writes that alShahrastani, similar to al-Biruni, might refer to Zurqan, who paid attention
specifically to Hind’s religious tradition, rather than to other such Muslim
geographers as Ibn Khurradadhbih, Jayhani, Gardizi, or Marvazi. However,
according to Lawrence, the connection between Zurqan and al-Shahrastani
is difficult to establish.
But in a certain manuscript version of the Kitab al-Milal (ed. Muhammad Badran), al-Shahrastani refers to Jayhani while discussing Zoroastrianism. Thus, he could have been in touch with Jayhani, even though he does
not explicitly mention this scholar when exploring Hind’s religious tradition.73 However, the resemblances between al-Shahrastani’s “Ara al-Hind”
and other sources do not automatically signify that he really referred to
them, since the Kitab al-Milal’s chapter on Indian religious divisions covers
various aspects that are not discussed in his predecessors’ works. Thus, it is
probable that al-Shahrastani selected some material from several available
sources of information on Hind.
In contrast, al-Biruni offers a more detailed explanation about his
methodological approach. He suggests five crucial elements of Indian culture that must be considered by observers in general, and Muslim readers in
particular, to understand its people’s religious life: the characteristics of the
main Indian language (Sanskrit) and the land’s major religious treatises, the
Indian religious attitudes, their customs, the religious types, and the Hindus’
attitudes toward others.74 Moreover, in Kitab al-Hind al-Biruni reveals himself as a dispassionate scholar who seeks to study other religions as they are.
In his introductory remarks, he says: “This book is not a polemical one (laysa
al-kitab, kitab hujjaj wa jidal) … My book is nothing but a simple historic
record of fact (wa innama huwa kitab hikayat).”75 This dispassionate
demeanor is a major reason why he is considered a distinguished scholar and
religious historian of his time. Regarding his intention as a Muslim to study
the Hindu belief system, he justly remarks:
I have done and written this book on the doctrines of the Hindus, never
making any unfounded imputations against those, our religious antago-
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nists, and at the same time not considering it inconsistent with my duties
as a Muslim to quote their own word at full length when I thought they
would contribute to elucidate a subject. If the contents of these quotations happen to be utterly heathenish, and the followers of the truth, i.e.
the Muslims, find them objectionable, we can only say that such is the
belief of the Hindus, and that they themselves are the best qualified to
defend it.76

Compared to al-Biruni’s model of investigation, which tends to be
anthropological, al-Shahrastani’s description of Hind is more theological.
Al-Shahrastani consistently employs his heresiographical approach in categorizing and classifying that land’s religious belief systems. Accordingly,
there are at least two modes of categorization: a division of regions or a division of people. The former principle divides regions into four main classes:
the East, West, South, and North, and includes the characteristic of each
one’s natures (al-taba`i) and laws (al-shara`i); the latter principle divides the
world into four major nations (kibar al-umam): “the Arabs, `Ajam (Persians), Romans, and Indians.”77
Therefore, al-Shahrastani analyzes and categorizes Hind’s religious tradition in a slightly different way than al-Biruni does, although they might
have a similar theological outlook as regards its religious tradition. While alShahrastani tries to show his neutrality as a scholar, his bias is evident when
he discusses the various Islamic sects:
I impose upon myself the obligation of giving the views of each sect as I
find them in their works without favour or prejudice, without declaring
which are correct and which are incorrect, which are true and which are
false; although, indeed, the glimpses of the truth and the odour of lies will
not remain undetected by minds versed in intellectual matters. And God
will be our help.

We cannot generalize this view as being entirely applicable to nonIslamic religious traditions, since al-Shahrastani uses certain terms and
methods to classify other religions and philosophies. Nevertheless, he says:
“The Indian people constitute a large nation (ummah kabirah) and a great
religious community (millah al-`adimah), and they vary in their views (wa
arawhum mukhtalifah).”78 Similar to al-Biruni, whose views are considered
relatively moderate, al-Shahrastani approaches the Indian religions “sympathetically” and, as Lawrence points out, “employs a unique analytical model
(Sabianism) to portray Indian idol worship.”79
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Defining Traditions and Religions:
Some Methodological Issues
In his Kitab al-Athar, al-Biruni collects information on various civilizations’
calendrical systems, which are related to religious events, and arranges them
into certain themes. Some of the topics correspond solely to his curiosity and
competency as an astronomer and astrologer. Other topics elaborate upon the
religious events and festivals in various religious traditions. Since this book
seeks to observe the chronology of ancient nations, as opposed to inspect
world religious traditions, he provides no precise method of classification as
al-Shahrastani does. For the most part, the topics of discussion are derived
from festivals or religious events. Even so, he presents a wide-ranging discussion of the divisions of religious festivals by describing the similarities and
differences of traditions, religious institutions, and opinions found within various groups or nations.
The festivals and feast days, the main topics in addition to the calendrical systems that so interest al-Biruni, are fine instances of how he effectively
portrays the differences and resemblances among the religious traditions of
the Jews, Persians, Christians, pre-Islamic Arabs, Sabians, and Muslims. His
method of selection implies that he formulated a classification based on how
people deal with religious festivals, dates, and calendars.
Furthermore, if we take the modern-day study of religion into account,
we may say that his mode of presentation in Kitab al-Athar tends to be more
“functionalist,” for he begins with a discussion based on “religious events” as
the main issue, rather then “substantivist,”80 meaning one who is concerned
mainly with religious doctrines. In the functionalist point of view, religious
practices may reflect what people believe. For al-Biruni, in this case perhaps,
a portion of religious doctrine is presented as the supportive information, not
as the main argument, needed to give a religious event’s theological background. We may also say that this book is written from his perspective as an
astronomer, astrologer, and geographer, and not especially as a religionist.
Therefore, his failure to elaborate further upon the significant types of each
religious tradition’s theological doctrines mentioned in Kitab al-Athar is not
so strange.
Another comparative method used by al-Biruni can be traced back to his
Kitab al-Hind, in which he conducts a profound investigation of Hind’s religious tradition and compares its theological and philosophical thought with
those of the classical Greek religions, Christianity and Judaism, and also
confronts their opinions so that he can reach a certain conclusion. To be sure,
one who applies a comparative method must have critical insight, a careful
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outlook, and an accurate stance in looking at one or more religious traditions
so that one can reach a reasonable conclusion. Regarding al-Biruni’s comparative method when studying Hind, Jeffery notes,
[H]e will place before the reader the theories of the Hindus exactly as they
are, and where there are similar theories among the Greeks, or in the teaching of the Christian sects, or the Sufis, as for example in the matter of transmigration of souls, or pantheistic doctrines of the unity of God with his
creatures, he will accurately report their theories also for comparison.81

Though al-Biruni makes no attempt to locate Hind’s religious traditions
within the world’s religious traditions, we can deduce his perspective of the
general classification of religion. In Kitab al-Hind, he argues that the idolatry found in Hind and classical Greece can be measured as a kind of tradition that deviates from the truth (al-haqq). On this subject, Kamaruzzaman
concludes that al-Biruni implicitly offers two typologies of religions: (1) alhaqq (the Truth) or Islam, and (2) kufr (rejection of, or deviation from, the
Truth) or inhiraf (deviation from the Truth). Here, Kamaruzzaman interprets
al-haqq as “Islam,” since Muslims often employ this term to identify their
own religion.82 However, since al-Biruni’s statements refer to the people of
Hind and pre-Christian Greece who held idolatrous views, it is more accurate, in my opinion, to interpret al-haqq as “the pure truth” or “monotheism”
as employed by Sachau, rather then as “Islam” as used by Kamaruzzaman
and based upon Naquib al-Attas’ translation.83 My argument is that in this
passage al-Biruni simply talks about the idolatry of Hind and classical
Greece vis-à-vis the monotheistic tradition.
Al-Biruni uses inhiraf in the context of deviating from monotheism, as
opposed to deviating from Islam. As we shall see below, he distinguishes
between the khawass (elites) and the `ammah (ordinary) of Hindu believers,
which also deals with the monotheistic view and the deviation from it.
Moreover, Kamaruzzaman’s above argument is beyond the scope of this discussion, because al-Biruni also talks about Socrates, “who died faithful to
the truth (al-haqq)” for not partaking in his people’s idolatry. In sum, alBiruni employs al-haqq not only to distinguish monotheism from idolatry,
but also for the “truth” (al-haqq) that Socrates defended. Thus, the “truth” in
this case is not simply Islam as an “organized religion,” but rather Islam as
a monotheistic tradition.
Nevertheless, in another place he discusses the divisions of Hind’s society from a theological point of view and its cultural castes or social classes
(al-tabaqat). In addition to his two types of Hindus, mentioned above, he also
recognizes that castes or colors (Sans. varna; Ar. alwan) are an important cul-
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tural aspect and that Muslims will perhaps find this feature difficult to understand, since these sociocultural classes determine the Hindus’ spiritual types
and rights. “We Muslims,” al-Biruni states, “stand entirely on the other side
of the question, considering all men as equal, except in piety (taqwa).”84
Such social classes or castes are not unique to Hind. Before describing
its castes, for instance, he mentions a sort of caste system found in ancient
Persia that bears certain similarities to that of Hind. For example, along with
his effort to restore the Persian empire, Ardhasir ben Babak resurrected the
following social hierarchy: the knights (al-usawirah) and princes (abna’ almul´k); the monks or pious men (al-nussak), fire-priests (sadanat al-nayyiran), and lawyers (arbab al-din); the physicians (al-atibba’), astronomers
(al-munajjimin), and scientists (ashab al-`ul´m); and, finally, the farmers or
peasants (al-zarra’i) and artisans (al-sunna’i).85 The Hindus, as al-Biruni
explains, have four major castes, each of which is determined by their texts
and associated with Brahman’s primordial existence: brahmana (brahmins
[priests and teachers]), kshatria (warriors and rulers), vaisya (farmers, merchants, artisans), and sudra (laborers) and other low-caste people.
In contrast to al-Biruni, who offers no precise taxonomy of world religious traditions, al-Shahrastani arranges them through a precise model of
classification. In addition, as a heresiographer, he offers various technical
and theological terms associated with Islamic and other religious sects. First,
he proposes a general classification of world religions by presenting what
“scholars” have posited, such as a classification based on the great ancient
regions and great nations,86 of which Hind is one. His classification is not
restricted to regions or nations, because he also classifies world religious traditions according to their belief systems, especially when elaborating upon
various sects within each religion.
Indeed, his Kitab al-Milal mainly seeks to arrange world religious traditions based on their opinion (al-ara’) and doctrines (al-madhdhahib).87 To
display his taxonomy sharply and systematically, he proposes such technical
terms as “people of religions and sects” (ahl al-dayanat wa al-milal) and
“people of opinion” (ahl al-ahwa wa al-nihal). While the former comprises
the Magians, Jews, Christians, and Muslims, the latter comprises the philosophers, materialists, Sabians, star and idol worshippers, and Brahmans.88
While al-Biruni’s discussion of each religion’s theological or philosophical view is not profound, al-Shahrastani, as a theologian or a heresiographer, makes a clearer distinction between their doctrines. In defining and categorizing religions or philosophical thought, he formulates such concepts as
rationality, regulation or law, body of laws (shari`ah), and prophecies that
each tradition may have rejected or accepted.89 In addition, he mentions
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another one of religion’s important and necessary aspect: scripture. In this
case, he distinguishes world religious traditions based on their scriptures and
divides them into categories: those that have books (Ahl al-Kitab), those who
have “pseudo-books” (man lah´ shubhat kitab), and those who have laws and
regulations “without books.” Hind’s religious traditions, especially those of
the Brahmans and the star worshippers, appear to belong to the third category. Apparently, al-Shahrastani had limited direct access to Hindus, so some
Hindu scriptures are missing from his Kitab al-Milal. This is in contrast to
al-Biruni, who elaborates to a great extent upon several Hindu scriptures to
which he refers in his Kitab al-Hind.
One more issue I would like to highlight here concerns both scholars’
insights on the relationship between philosophy and theology. This issue, in
my opinion, is relevant because both of their investigations embrace several
philosophers when discussing religions. Al-Shahrastani describes several
philosophical systems in his Kitab al-Milal and incorporates an extensive
discussion of Greek, Arab, and Hindu thought in his Kitab Nihayat al-Itqan.
On the other hand, Greek thought becomes the object of al-Biruni’s comparative analysis of Hind’s religious and philosophical thought.
In the Islamic scientific tradition, philosophy and theology are considered rational sciences (`ul´m al-`aqliyah) instead of transmitted sciences (al`ul´m al-naqliyah). Even so, they have different concerns or objects of
study: “While theological discourse (kalam) is concerned with God’s existence and attributes and with human’s destiny, philosophy is concerned with
rational truth, being and non-being, and the nature of things, of God, and of
the cosmos.”90 Yet al-Biruni is better recognized as a scientist, astrologer, and
religionist than as a philosopher or theologian, while it is just the opposite
with al-Shahrastani. However, their works imply that philosophy can somehow be a kind of theological thought. Therefore, studying religion and theology must involve a discussion of philosophy.
In regards to the terminological ambiguity of philosophy and theology
in Islamic intellectual history, Seyyed Hossein Nasr notes:
In the context of classical Islamic civilization the name “philosophy” (alfalsafah or al-hikmah) is reserved for a particular set of disciplines associate with the well-known schools of “Islamic philosophy” such as the
Peripatetic (mashsha’i), Illuminationists (ishraqi) and the like, and not
other schools, like theology (kalam), which often deal with philosophic
ideas but are not officially recognized as philosophy. Therefore, the title of
“philosopher” (al-faylasuf) is usually reserved for those who are masters
of the doctrines of one these “philosophical” schools with all the different
ramifications and nuances that various branches of these schools contain.91
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Whether al-Biruni and al-Sharastani should more appropriately be
regarded as philosophers or theologians is beyond the scope of this paper. My
point here is how they distinguish philosophy from religion, since philosophical thought is intimately embodied within and attached to religious judgments. According to al-Shahrastani, the philosophers (al-falasifah al-´la),
along with the Brahmans and the star worshippers, are those who may have
laws and regulations without a scripture (min man lah´ hud´d wa ahkam
d´na kitab).92 By including philosophers in his discussion of religion, he
shows that he considers philosophy as a sort of religion.
Muhammad Kamal Ja’far mentions that al-Shahrastani connects philosophy to religion in the context of their objective (fi nitaq al-ghayah) and compares the positions of prophets (al-anbiya’) and philosophers (al-hukama’).93
Accordingly, prophets confirm the spiritual support for establishing the matter of practical purposes and also take a stand as regards the logical dimension (al-anbiya’ ayyad´ bi imdadat r´haniyat li taqrir al-qism al-`amali, wa
bi turafi ma min al-qism al-`ilm), while philosophers provide sensible supports for establishing the logical or scientific dimensions and also take a stand
on the matter of practices (ta’rudh´ li imdadat `aqliyah, taqiiran li qism al`ilm, wa bi turafi ma min al-qism al-`amali).94
This means that both religion and philosophy have an equivalent goal:
the quest for the truth. Therefore, the fundamental correspondence in terms
of purpose between religion (prophets) and philosophy (philosophers), as
described by al-Shahrastani, is coherent with his method of classification,
which includes spiritual and philosophical traditions that have no book or
prophets. In this regard, Ahmad Khalifah assumes that “according to the
arrangement of this classification, religion seems to be rooted in philosophy.” Al-Shahrastani even points out that Sabianism’s essence lies somewhere between religion and philosophy.95
As a result, the way al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani categorize religions
and define religious elements influence how they examine Hind’s religious
tradition. Even though al-Shahrastani is more systematic and “comprehensive” then al-Biruni in arranging and examining world religious traditions
and each of their sects, some important aspects of religion (e.g., religious
practices and religious festivals) are missing from his work. The idea of
comprehensibility in examining religion, however, is not entirely plausible,
especially when we observe how al-Biruni deals with Hind’s religious tradition, since he conducted actual field research in Hind. Al-Biruni’s work covers various aspects of the Hindu traditions, such as society, theology, scripture, and festivals.
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The Hindus: Between Monotheism and Polytheism
One issue that can be discussed about Hinduism’s divisions and theological doctrines in both scholars’ writings is their opinion on the monotheismpolytheism discourse. Since Islamic theology stresses the Higher Being’s
unity (tawhid) and purity, it is probable that they might attach dissimilar
theological evaluations to Hind’s religious traditions. As Rosenthal notes,
“monotheism in al-Biruni’s time,” and perhaps in al-Shahrastani’s, “did not
allow of reconciliation with any form of pagan idol worship or theology.”96
Tawhid is a core Islamic belief, as seen in the shahadah (the testimony
of faith): “There is no deity but God, and Muhammad is the Messenger of
God.” Even though Muslims agree on God’s oneness, their understanding of
His attributes, manifestation, and authority differ. The resulting heated theological debates are long-standing and were especially vigorous during the
eighth to the tenth centuries.97 Given that both scholars recognize that Hind’s
religious traditions are among the oldest living traditions, the Islamic creed
can apply only “partially,” namely, the concept of God’s oneness, and not the
concept of Muhammad’s prophethood. Even so, the concept of prophecy is
one to which al-Shahrastani devotes a great deal of major attention.
Both men raise different opinions concerning the Hindus’ monotheistic
or polytheistic tendencies. Although al-Biruni does not connect the Hindus
directly with the Sabians, a religious community that allegedly had a monotheistic inclination, he sees that Hinduism is monotheistic in nature. As a
matter of course, some Hindu texts contain opinions indicating that God is
the One, the highest reality, eternal, unique, and beyond all likeness and
unlikeness. Therefore, he sees polytheism as a common accidental deviation
from the monotheistic outlook, one that is caused mainly by the people’s
inability to understand “non-symbolic” philosophical and theological matters. Thus, in this case polytheism is simply a matter of the “symbolic
shapes” of religiosity that typically exist when people need a concrete manifestation or representation of the Higher Beings.
Moreover, al-Biruni identifies two hypotheses of idolatry’s origin: it
existed before God sent His Messenger, and it might be a deviation from the
“true religion.” His opinion of the types of idolatry appears to be quite similar to al-Shahrastani’s idea that idolatry does not come in just one form. The
pagan Arabs, Greeks, Romans, and Indians all have the same tradition of
worshipping idols; however, some of them think that the idol becomes a
mediator, an intercessor with God, His manifestation, as well as His representation,98 whereas others see it only as a memorial.99 “The classical Greeks
also considered idols as mediators between themselves and the first cause,”
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states al-Biruni, “and worshipped them under the names of the stars and the
highest substances.”100 Furthermore, he explicates: “The Hindus honor their
idols on account of those who erected them, not account of the material of
which they are made.”101
In connection with the above case, al-Shahrastani observes the variety
of Hindu perceptions as regards the Higher Beings’ symbolic representation
by presenting his types of idol worshippers. According to him, their perception of idols is not monolithic. Some perceive them as God’s representation
or manifestation through divine messengers in the form of human beings
and, at the same time, use them as intermediaries; others regard idols or such
things as water, fire, and tree as “angels” or “the higher beings.” Even
though al-Shahrastani does not claim that the Hindus are monotheists, he
implies that some of them need symbolical representation while worshiping
the higher beings, such as when he describes the followers of spiritual beings
(i.e., the Basawiya, Bahuwadiya, Kabaliya, and Bahaduniya) and the star
worshippers (i.e., the Dinakitiya and Jandrikaniya). His opinion on their
idolatry is, in short, based on the types of idol worshippers and their basic
understanding of the relevant idols.
The variety of Hind’s religious traditions shows that Hindus differ both
culturally and spiritually. The structure of Hindu theological doctrines, as
articulated by Hindu theologians and philosophers through their holy books
and respected scriptures, still leaves room for the ordinary people to modify
and contextualize such doctrines in accordance with popular points of view.
The gap between philosophical-theological formulations and [popular] religious practices exists in almost all religious traditions.
From al-Biruni’s and al-Shahrastani’s investigations, we may also see
that each religion, including Hinduism, has a philosophical dimension and a
popular manifestation. For the elites, the religious tradition, like that of other
religious communities, is monotheistic, especially with regard to defining
the concept of the Highest Being. At the popular level, namely, that of religious symbols, the iconographic representation and figurative symbols (e.g.,
idols or statues) is also expressed in other religious traditions. In both scholars’ opinion, the particularity of religious traditions can be observed in how
the religious communities connect the Highest Reality to the figurative symbols they have created to represent the highest (monotheistic) Reality.

Conclusion
The relevance and contribution of medieval Muslim scholars and theologians to the study of religion cannot be disregarded in forming the modes of
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comparative religion (muqaranat al-adyan), especially in modern Muslim
literature and, perhaps, in contemporary western scholarship. In our case, the
classifications or categorizations of religions made by these two scholars can
be regarded as their contribution to the modern study of religion.
Before exploring Hind’s religious tradition, they discussed other religions. Al-Biruni wrote Kitab al-Hind after Kitab al-Athar; al-Shahrastani’s
chapter “Ara al-Hind” is the last chapter of his Kitab al-Milal. Differences are
also apparent in how they investigate each religious tradition. Whereas alBiruni focuses on the history of religion and religious rituals/festivals, alShahrastani is more interested in the divisions of theological doctrines and
religious sects. Thus they present different insights in classifying world religions. It is hard to find a systematic and detailed explanation of each religion’s doctrinal teachings in al-Biruni’s writings, excluding his exploration of
Hind, because his interest is the ancient nations’ religious festivals and calendrical systems. In contrast, while we can easily read a detailed narrative of the
doctrines of world religions in al-Shahrastani, it is hard to find any attention
given to religious festivals or practices in his work. Therefore, I would say
that their approaches to world religious traditions are complementary.
This also can be seen in their discussion of Sabianism. Al-Biruni presents data about several ancient religious communities that Muslim scholars
have considered to be Sabian. In the context of our discussion, it is correct,
as modern scholars say, that al-Shahrastani was the first Muslim scholar to
connect the Sabians with Hind’s religious communities, since he discovered
that their teachings are similar to those of the Brahmans. On the other hand,
there is no clear clue that al-Biruni ever brought up such an issue when discussing Hind’s religious tradition. However, in regards to the discourse of
Sabianism, al-Biruni, al-Shahrastani, and other Muslim scholars opined that
the Sabians might have had monotheistic tendencies or at least had “deviated” from or “modified” their monotheistic views.
In presenting the types of Hindu believers, al-Biruni differentiates
between philosophers and ordinary people. This workable categorization is
still used by modern scholars of religion and, perhaps, some anthropologists
who study religious systems. Al-Biruni’s journey in Hind and his chance to
examine some Hindu scriptures and investigate Hindu religious practices
allow him to make such a distinction by presenting a categorization of Hind’s
religions at both the philosophical and the popular levels. More importantly,
he introduces the distinction between khawass and `ammah, as a general
theory, to show how the theologians and the philosophers or “the elites”
(khawass) apprehend religious ideas and how “the vulgar” (`ammah) might
perceive and actualize such religious doctrines in the popular context.102
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Moreover, from this categorization we may draw some theoretical notes
as to why and how, according to al-Biruni, a monotheistic view can diverge
within a given society. First, people may “deviate” due to their limited ability. Different people with different educational backgrounds might produce
different views about philosophical and abstract concepts.103 His conclusion
that the Hindus’ theological concept is monotheistic is unusual and surprising, but his assertion of an intellectual gap between the educated and the
uneducated believers is a common phenomenon and can be used to analyze
other religious communities. Second, a “natural process” may also generate
the “deviation.” Human beings have a propensity to decode such abstract
concepts as “supernatural,” “God,” “angel,” and “demon” by presenting them
as figurative objects. Therefore, anthropomorphism is very common and can
be found in almost all religious traditions. Even the elites have a tendency to
be anthropomorphist.
Third, it still relates to the previous point: People venerate religious symbols, statues, or temples long after they forget the original motive of the given
symbol’s creation. An earlier community builds a sculpture to honor and
commemorate a specific person (e.g., the Buddha) and give him respect, and
a later community transforms that tradition into a “religious ritual.”104 Finally,
anthropomorphism as a “deviation” from monotheism can occur due to linguistic limitations within societies. Al-Biruni’s comparative explanation
about this, as in the case of Greek, Arab-Islam, Hebrew, and among Christians, reveals different probabilities in producing anthropomorphism. Interestingly, as modern scholars point out, theology (i.e., doctrinal systems) is
also constructed by the structure of a given society’s language.105
As al-Biruni explains, idolatry is a major tradition within Hind’s religious traditions, especially among those Hindus who need symbolic and
iconographic representations of the Highest Being, various deities, and
angels. This tradition absolutely contravenes Islam, which is totally against
idolatry and all other iconographic symbols. Even so, al-Biruni highlights
another viewpoint of Hinduism: At its philosophical core, Hinduism
exhibits a monotheistic tendency. Monotheism is not the only theological
inclination among Hindu philosophers, since there is also a pantheistic
mystical view. When al-Biruni writes that idolatry is a “deviation” from the
truth, it echoes his Islamic perspective (the idea of monotheism) as a central theological tool in his investigation of other religions. Nevertheless, this
field observation, which led him to encounter Hindu religious ideas and
practices objectively, is not very popular among Muslim scholars and heresiographers, who traditionally have considered religions from a doctrinal
point of view.
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In contrast, al-Shahrastani’s classification represents how Muslim heresiographers classify sects and Islamic theological schools of thought. He
presents the founder of each religious sect and then examines its subsets’
characteristics. Such heresiographers as Ibn Hazm, Tahir ibn Muhammad alBaghdadi, and Muhammad ibn Isfara’ini use a similar style. He also formulates some criteria of religions and religious communities in their dealings
with scriptures, prophets, and a deity/deities.
Al-Shahrastani’s distinction reveals that his model of classification
determines his view. We may summarize his view as follows: First, almost
all of these divisions and subdivisions deal closely with the concept of
“idol.” As depicted by al-Shahrastani, the Hindus have different ways of perceiving their idols; some consider them to be the actual deity/deities, while
others just see them as the “representation” of the Higher Being. Therefore,
the existence of an idol does not necessarily indicate that all Hindus worship
it; instead, some of them use it as a symbol of a higher being and so may
worship what the symbol represents.106 Second, he distinguishes between
idol worshippers (i.e., the tree-water-fire worshippers) and star worshippers
(i.e., the Sun and Moon worshippers). But it is hard to discover this difference, as perhaps the only difference between them is the way they associate
their “respect” or “admiration” with the Moon, the Sun, water, fire, or a tree.
However, as regards their creating and honoring the idol and performing rituals, there is no fundamental disparity.107
In this case, we may say that he discusses idol worshippers as a special
case. However, worshipping stars is not unique to Hindus: ancient religions
or the Sabians in Mesopotamia, Iraq, or Syria also had such a tradition.108
Therefore, this categorization is probably his way of emphasizing his concern with differentiating this group from the tradition that purely worships
idols. Third, there is a connection between the Brahman (al-barahimah) and
Indian philosophers (hukama’ al-hind) in the matter of thought and tradition:
Both deal primarily with reason and wisdom.109 The highest potentiality of
human beings is found in their endeavors by using reason to distinguish
between right and wrong, as well as between true and false.
In al-Sharastani’s depiction, the concepts of “intermediaries” and “representation” in the context of the human–divine relationship within Hind’s religious sects and subsects is discussed frequently. Through this point, he offers
a basic supposition of how Hindus conceptualize their theological ideas and
attaches the concept of intermediaries to the notion of iconographical representation of the higher beings (e.g., gods, goddesses, and angels). Therefore,
idolatry is one of his main concerns. Al-Shahrastani presents five main sects
or religions, some of which, especially among the star worshippers and idol
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worshippers, deal with idolatry, while other main “sects,” especially the
Brahmans and Indian philosophers, mainly deal with either “reason” or mysticism and therefore do not really involve themselves with idols.110
Even though both scholars employ different approaches, the intersecting notion between them of Hind’s idolatry is seen in some conceptual keys:
religious representation, intermediaries, anthropomorphism, and “deviation”
from monotheism. It is understandable that their investigations would reveal
a common phenomenon within a religious discourse: the distinction between
philosophical thinking and religious practice. Idolatry, as far as they are concerned, is a natural human tendency, especially among religious communities that are faced with describing abstract ideas.
Their works may also represent a typical study of religion conducted by
medieval Muslim scholars who used their own frameworks. Al-Biruni’s
concept of “deviation” from monotheism and al-Shahrastani’s refutation of
the Brahmans concerning prophecy show that Islam’s basic teachings are
still in play in their analyses. It may say that their arguments and judgments
regarding other religions are polemical and apologetic. However, this is not
really the case, for their description, evaluation, and analysis of other religious beliefs and practices reveal a genuine interest in understanding nonIslamic religions through comparison.
Furthermore, critical notes can be addressed to both scholars and their
perceptions or judgments of how the Hindus perceive monotheism and polytheism. I mentioned above that al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani issued some
conceptual terms in their divisions, such as “deviation,” the “elites” and the
“vulgar,” “representation,” and “intermediaries.” Such an approach, borrowing Peter Brown’s term, is called the “two-tiered model” and is still used
today. Without neglecting the two scholars’ efforts to study non-Islamic religions as they are, both still used their own religious and theological views to
judge other religions.
Moreover, we can raise some questions regarding their classifications: Is
it true that polytheism is a “deviation” from monotheism? Do polytheistic
views and monotheistic doctrines exist independently? Can we say that
monotheism is a perfect form and a result of the “evolution” of religious
belief systems? Why do al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani say that paganism or
polytheism is a “deviation” from monotheism? Is it true that the “vulgar” or
“ordinary people” are commonly ignorant? Who has the right to say that
“popular religion” is worse than “formalized religion”? What is the standard?
Do religious beliefs and practices require philosophical thinking?
Other Muslim theologians have used this two-tiered model of analysis.
As Brown rightly observes, Christian scholars working in Late Antiquity
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were already using this perspective. This standpoint even appeared in modern western scholarship in the 1970s when David Hume, in his essay “The
Natural History of Religion,” discussed the “intellectual limitation of human
mind.”111 For Hume, the history of religions is characterized “by the tension
between theistic and polytheistic ways of thinking.” Hume assumes that there
are “intellectual and cultural limitations among the masses” concerning the
original monotheism and, therefore, “the vulgar” (borrowing from al-Biruni)
have fallen into anthropomorphism and (borrowing from al-Shahrastani)
needed “representation.”
In the case of Christianity’s Late Antiquity era, this “intellectual limitation” engendred the cult of saints. But if we employ Brown’s findings to analyze al-Biruni’s and al-Shahrastani’s viewpoints, we may say that this cult
does not simply represent “the vulgar” or comes from “the masses” who, due
to their intellectual limitations, need “representation.” Instead, the cult of
saints, burial practices, and the veneration of idols, temples and shrines are
elitist in nature, for the clergy formulates them to bridge the gap between the
elites and the masses. Although the majority of modern scholars have
accepted Brown’s critical remarks, the two-tiered model remains popular and
continues to be used by many contemporary Muslim scholars.
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